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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

• This crossover has been specifically designed for the 8000 series components, in particular:
 8.165 or 8.165 LE woofer; 8075 midrange; 8028 or 8028S tweeter
 8.165 or 8.165 LE woofer; 8.003UMA mid-high unit
• Possibility of multi-amplification connection
• Aluminum structure machined from solid with CNC machines
• Clear acrylic cover for improved ventilation and component protection
• Gold plated spacers and screws
• Gold-plated parameter adjustment jumpers for zero resistance and large diameter for ultra-high load capacity
• All coils are wound in air to minimize distortion
• Coil wire with large diameter (1.5 mm) and 99.9% pure copper
• Anti-inductive resistors with dissipating aluminum body, helps to manage very high powers in order to remain relatively cool, 
in this way the resistance does not vary
• Very high quality bi-metallized capacitors for maximum transparency of details in the medium and high frequencies. 
To increase the response speed the tweeter uses a configuration of smaller capacitors in parallel
• Compact size and practical and sturdy fixing system with 4 screws

All measurements in millimeters

215

156
52

Aluminum CNC machined structure
Extremely high quality capacitors
Pure copper-wire air wound inductors
Anti-inductive aluminum body resistors
Glod plated spacers and screws
Available bi-amplification connection
0; -2; -4; -6 dB tweeter attenuation levels
0; -3; -6; -9 dB midrange attenuation levels
12 or 6 dB/oct. tweeter cutting slopes
3 different mid-high pass frequencies
Natural or 6 dB/oct. mid. cutting slopes
4 levels for the wf/mid. transition zone
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

CROSSOVER NETWORK ADJUSTMENT

The crossover network 8.6K3CX have been designed to allow tonal adjustments to the woofer, midrange and tweeter 
response, plus midrange and tweeter level. These adjustments make it possible to fine-tune your system to suit your listening 
preferences and to compensate various speaker mounting installation and orientation.

DEFAULT CONFIGURATION (BI-AMPLIFICATION)

The inputs are splitted, two amplifiers are needed, one drives only the bass frequency section (woofer), the second drives 
the mid-high frequency section (midrange and tweeter). These amplifiers can be set in full range mode as well with 
electronic crossover. BIAMP OFF: Without bi-amplification, the input used is the woofer (W-IN) and the signal is distributed 
to the output of the three channels (woofer, midrange and tweeter). 

8.165 or 8.165LE

8.075

8.028 or 8.028S

Mid/Tw out can also be used with UMA.8003

WF AMPLIFIER

MID/HIGH
AMPLIFIER
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

WOOFER CONTOUR

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

CONTOUR 1 ON + 2 ON
The jumpers in this position minimize the 
mid-frequencies reproduced by the 
woofer and it is recommended when 
the woofer is positioned in particularly 
high locations or when it is oriented to 
the listener

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

CONTOUR 1 + 2 OFF
The mid-frequencies reproduced by the 
woofer is more in evidence, when the 
distance from the midrange is bigger or 
when the woofer is positioned in 
particularly low locations or covered from 
a grille not so transparent to sound

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

CONTOUR 1 ON + 2 OFF
This position is a transition between the 
two extremes, but with a less presence 
of mid-frequencies reproduced by the 
woofer

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

CONTOUR 1 OFF + 2 ON
This position is a transition between the 
two extremes, but with a greater 
presence of mid-frequencies reproduced 
by the woofer

540 Hz - 12 dB/Oct

1100 Hz - 6 dB/Oct

630 Hz - 12 dB/Oct

880 Hz - 12 dB/Oct
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

MIDRANGE LEVEL

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M LEV 1 ON + M LEV 2 ON (0 dB)
With the jumpers on you get the minimum attenuation 
of the frequencies reproduced by the midrange when
it is positioned relatively far from the listening point 

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M LEV 1 ON + M LEV 2 OFF (-3 dB)
This is an intermediate position but with less 
attenuation than the next

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M LEV 1 OFF + M LEV 2 ON (-6 dB)
This is an intermediate position but with a greater 
attenuation than the previous one

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M LEV 1 OFF + M LEV 2 OFF (-9 dB)
With the jumper removed, you get the maximum 
attenuation of the frequencies reproduced by the 
midrange, when it is very close to the listening point
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

MIDRANGE PRESENCE

M PRES 1 OFF + M PRES 2 OFF
If the jumpers are both removed, the midrange remains 
disconnected

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M PRES 1 ON + M PRES 2 ON
With the jumpers in this position the low frequencies 
reproduced by the midrange are more evident, it can 
be used when the component is positioned very far 
from the woofer

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M PRES 1 OFF + M PRES 2 ON
This is an intermediate position where the low 
frequencies reproduced by the midrange are slightly 
attenuated

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M PRES 1 ON + M PRES 2 OFF
The jumpers in this position minimize the low 
frequencies reproduced by the midrange and it is 
recommended to use this setting when the midrange 
is placed very close to the woofer

220 Hz - 6 dB/Oct 400 Hz - 6 dB/Oct

540 Hz - 6 dB/Oct
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

MIDRANGE SLOPE

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M SLOPE ON
With the jumper inserted, the high frequencies of the 
midrange are more evident, when the speaker is 
positioned behind a grille that is not so transparent to 
the sound or when it is very far from the listening point

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

0

-5

-10

-15

M SLOPE OFF
With the jumper removed, the high frequencies 
reproduced by the midrange is more attenuated, when 
the speaker is positioned particularly high on the car 
door and/or when it is oriented directly to the listener

8000 Hz - 6 dB/OctFull Range
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

TWEETER LEVEL

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW LEV 1 ON + TW LEV 2 ON (0 dB)

0

-5

-10

-15

With the jumpers on you get the minimum attenuation 
of the frequencies reproduced by the tweeter, to be 
used when the tweeter is positioned relatively far from 
the listening point or not perfectly oriented

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW LEV 1 ON + TW LEV 2 OFF (-2 dB)

0

-5

-10

-15

This is an intermediate position but with less 
attenuation than the next

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW LEV 1 OFF + TW LEV 2 ON (-4 dB)

0

-5

-10

-15

This is an intermediate position but with a greater 
attenuation than the previous one

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW LEV 1 OFF + TW LEV 2 OFF (-6 dB)

0

-5

-10

-15

With the jumper removed, you get the max attenuation 
of the frequencies reproduced by the tweeter, to be 
used when the tweeter is very close to the listening 
point and/or oriented directly towards the listener
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8.6K3CX
3-WAY PASSIVE CROSSOVER

TWEETER SLOPE

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW SLOPE ON

5

0

-5

-10

With the jumper inserted, the tweeter has a clearer 
transition with the midrange

20               50         100         200             500         1K          2K               5K          10K        20K

CLIO

TW SLOPE OFF

5

0

-5

-10

With the jumper removed, the tweeter has a “softer” 
transition with the midrange. It is recommended 
to use high/good quality amplifiers avoiding to bring 
them into distortion

4200 Hz - 12 dB/Oct 4200 Hz - 6 dB/Oct




